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"For the Word of God and the Tesfimony ol Je;s Christ"
Vol. 23, No. 8

Cedarville,· Ohio
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The peliminary report of the
North Central Association of Colleges and Schools examining
team has been released.
After a brief institutional
overview, the report delves into
key areas in the structure, programs and goals of the institutions.
In discussing the educational
task of the school, the examiners
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but also a place for the students
and general public to eat. ConCedarville College is in the tract students may receive some
process of purchasing the Hart- sort of credit, possibly discount
man house and land located meals.
Moving banquets out of the
directly south of the Alford Auditorium. Now being leased till cafeteria and onto the third floor
of the house, where 175 people
June first and used as dorm, the could be accommodated,
would
administration has some propos- leave the students full access to
als for its use next year.
their own facilities.
Another alternative would be
Seeing Cedarville's lack of
family restaurants and needing to move the snack shop onto the
house's main floor, providing
income to pay off the property, longer serving hours and a place
Mr. St. Clair stated that a pro- to sit uninterrupted by meals or
posal for a dining room may be other cafeteria activities. The
new atmosphere may be more
feasible.
The second story of this four private for conversations befloor structure is divided into six cause of the room divisions.
The Student Body is considerrooms which could be decorated,
possibly with a variety of furni- ing the purchase of the property
ture, and used as a semi-formal for use as a student union. This
Photo by Jerry Ditto
would mean students would have
eating place.
1s leasing the Hartman House and
This would not only provide to provide all the needed money.
more job openings for students, Because it will be seven years
before the proposed student union by the lake will be completed, Mr. St. Clair suggested that
the SEP work towards the pur,chase of ping-pong and pool
tables to be placed in the
lounges of Carr and Marshall
The Maintenance Department ance, commends the faculty,
has been busily making many staff and students for their ef- dorms. This may be a possibility
improvements, such as caulking forts in keeping thermostats at to open these as co-ed lounges
around window casings, replac- . 68 degrees, closing doors, and for another recrel9.tion area.
ing loose glass fixtures, and gen- shutting off all unnecessary
Further campus expansion is
erally sealing up all drafty lights: however, winter is far being halted by the economic
areas. One of their major proj- from over, and these efforts crunch and until the monetary
ects has been insulating and re- must continue as we are still not - problem is resolved there must
insulating such areas as Faith, off the hook with D.P. & L.
be some improvising and use of
Milner, Fine Aris, Bethel, HarriIf there are any areas which available room for activities.
man. West Hall must undergo need attention concerning mainThe administration would like
extensive insulation improve- tenance, it should be reported to hear student feedback and
ments.
immediately, to insure that it suggestions about further posMr. Tarter, head of mainten- eventually gets done.
sible uses of the house.
By Wendy McNiece

At the present time, the College
using it for a men's dorm.
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20% Less Energy
In recent weeks, much effort
has been made to comply with
the requests of Dayton Power
and Light Utility, for reduced
fuel consumption.
The pro b1em stems from Columbia Transmissions Company
which has cut by 22 % the
· amount of energy supply for
Dayton Power & Light. Therefore, D. P. & L. has found it
necessary to pass this reduction
down to the consumers. Letters
have been sent to all customers
in violation, stating that all usage must be restricted to 20% of
that of 1972, or all service will
be terminated.
Buildings which were in violation of the specified limits were:
West Hall, Cedar Park 1-4, Old
Fath, Harriman, Ambassador,
and the Fine Arts Building.

Alpha Chi Talent
Night Friday
By Marilee Clark
The Alpha Chi Talent Night
is to be held January 31, 1975 at
8:00 p.m. at Alford Auditorium.
The cost per person is $.50 and
$.75 a couple.
There will be anywhere from
fifteen to nineteen performances
plus a couple· of comedy skits.
Lynn Adams will be singing "I
Honestly Love You," a current
popular hit single by Olivia
Newton-John. Curt Hardling will
be playing the organ and John
Jackson will be playing the classical guitar. Alan Dunn will again
be expressing himself with his
guitar and voice. Rich Bailey
will be reflecting upon the past
in his own autobiography. Cathy
Hulms plans to sing a medley of
Carpenter selections.
The Master and Mistress of
Ceremonies will be Dr. Frank
and Miss Bates. Becky Lamb,
the Alpha Chi Sweetheart, will
be presenting the top two
awards. The winners will be
selected by the audience. All
performers will receive a certificate of recognition.
A few people directly involved
(Continued on page 2)
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Constitutionally, the Student
Body Project is a Student Senate
standing committee that annually initiates efforts by Cedarville
students to raise funds for the
student body.
1974-75 Chairman Kirby Lancaster expfains that SBP attempts to provide activities and
programs in which a maximum
amount of students can get involved. "This year offers a lot of
fund raising ideas with a goal of
getting as many people involved
as possible."
Valentine's Day marks_ the
next big ·event for SEP, as the
project will make available the
sale of "flowers" for both sweethearts and friends alike.
Nostalgia permeates Cedarville March 7 as the Project
sponsors a day in which students, faculty, and school are
urged to center the day around
clothing, styles, and characters
of the 50's and 60's. An afterclasses gym activities period will
continue the daily "happenings,"
including marathons and contests guaranteed to "groove."
The Student Body Project
hopes to enter the upcoming
Guinness Book of World Records
with some yet unknown spastic
sporatic specialty event. All
events of the day will be highlighted with a "That's Entertainment," including just that by
way of little bits, skits, hits and
a number of other "oldies but
goodies."

L

r Exciti
"Hee Haws" and basketballs
will mix on April 5 with a real
Donkey Basketball Game in
which organizations, dorms, Cedar-Cliff High faculty, and Cedarville faculty will all take part
in this unique experience. Also,
during half-time an "elected"
faculty member will wrestle a
real,live bear.
Kirby stated that the SEP is
in the process of rebuilding its
image. He said that "in view of
past projects we are trying to
establish a good rapport with
students; and even though there
has been more involvement this
year, it is hard to get our feet

back on the ground."
Other SEP upcoming events
include a book exchange-sell
spring quarter, a Christian film,
and a spring quarter "Musical
Parody" to be done completely
by students. Student Directories
are presently being put together
which will contain phone numbers, addresses, and organizational activities of everyone.
The SEP Chairman says that
"most students want to get involved but they don't know how."
He encourages students to attend
future meetings as "any student
can take a part and get involved
to do something."

Kirby Lancaster, SBP Chairman
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present the goals of the college
and the extent that they feel that
Cedarville has attained those
goals.
The presentation of the educational and learning experience
was broken down into departments. The committee examined
the purpose, strengths and weaknesses of each division. They
also related each department t0
the whole.
Also in this section, the findings on the climate of this institution and the student environmental setting were examined.
The fourth division of the report covers the faculty, the
counseling service, the library
and learning resources, financial
resources, and tht physical facilities, and other campus resources.
In discussing the dynamics of
the institute, the examiners covered the governance of the board
of trustees and administration,
the faculty organization, and the
student organizations, They also
made mention of the long range
plans for campus expansion.
The examining team concluded their report with a summary
of the strengths and weaknesses
they see in Cedarville College.
The recommendation that the
committee has made for accreditation does not imply a certainty
of accreditation and shouldn't be
taken as such.
Copies of this report are available in the library.

Interdisciplinary
Committee Expands
By Jes sic a Huesman.n
The Interdiscipliary Studies
Committee has recently gained
two new members, Dr. Stanley
Ballard and Mr. Richard Mcintosh. The addition of these two
men is designed to broaden the
base of the committee in order
to improve it. Other members
consist of Dr. J. Murray Murdoch, program coordintor; Mr.
James Grier, Mr. David Matson, and Dr. Allen Monroe.
The Interdisciplinary Studies
program operates independent
of any other department and
offers a cross-discipline major.
It seeks to integrate Biblical
truth with the liberal arts by
bringing God into each discipline, thereby avoiding the use
of the additive approach.
The program is unique in that
it employs team teaching. During the third quarter of his
senior year, the student must
. give a formal presentation of a
paper, a concentrated study in
an area of his own choosing,
to the committee and other students. The paper is designed so
that the student can integrate
his Christian world-life view into
his particular discipline. These
seminar papers are then placed
in a bound volume in the library.
Dr. Murdoch comments on
the program: "We recognize
that there are a variety of approaches that can be described
as Christian. Our desire is not
to pour everyone into the same
mold, but rather to help the
student formulate
a
viable
Christian world-life view."
Eight students plan to graduate with an IDS major this
year. This course is highly recommended for· those entering
professional fields,
including
law, medicine, and seminary.
There are only six specifk
courses in the program. They
are: Man and the Arts, American Minorities, Man and Reliable Knowledge, Man and his
Study, and the IDS Seminar.

From the Editors Desk Many times, when we go into a class, we are told how many
pages we have _to read and how many papers we have to write,
and then the professor tries to point out the responsibility we
have to diligently study and learn the content of the class because of the money we have paid. I agree with this idea fully:
we have paid money for the courses we take and are responsible for the use of God's money. This is a simple case of the
stewards hip of God's money.
One of the things that many of the professors forget, however, is that they also have a responsibility to spend time in
preparin g lessons each day so the students will get their money's worth. Many times the classes that have required attendance are also the ones that are not really worth going to. Some
of the professors have been guilty of having the students do
research which in turn the professors use for their o~ profit.
The problem may possibly be that the professor is not really
compete nt in the area that course covers. If so, there should be
a differen t system of assigning teachers to classes. When ·a
teacher does little but go through the book during class, the
student would probably do as well by just reading the book
and never going to class.
-'BG
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It seems that two of the things most talked about, and
usually in a derogatory manner, are the food service and chapel
services. I would like to go against the normal tide of opinion
and give some words of commen dation in these areas.
The food service has institute d a salad bar that is far better
for the students . During the few weeks before Christmas, the
Food Service decorated the cafeteria. We don't see too many
Christm as decorations while at school, and I would like to say
that they were apprecia ted. Also, although food service had
little to say about it, family style meals are ~ow informal dress,
which is a big and welcome step forward.
As far as chapel services go, I don't think we have had a
better speaker in the four years I have been at Cedarville than
Dr. Jay Adams. He gave the students and faculty members
something to ponder and to think about.,;R ather than give
something to us that would give us a "blessing," he went deeper
into God's Word and gave us all somethi ng we need more of.
I'm sure that the disintere st in chapel• services will quickly
cease if we have more speakers who will dig into God's Word
and feed us the way Dr. Adams did.
-BG
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The other morning in chapel Mr. Bergen mention ed how
passive our society makes us. Just sitting back, waiting to be
told what to do, or possibly, for someone else to take the
initiative.
Left long enough our passiveness turns to apathy, an uncaring attitude . It seems as though many of us have been left
in our passive attitude all too long.
Case in point: The Senate Constitu tional Amendm ent for
budgeting. What happene d to us? Less than half the school
even bothered to vote! Yet, a whole lot of people were doing
a whole lot of talking. We say that we didn't know what was going on. There were only handout s in our mailboxes, newspap er
articles, and numerou s discussions going on about us. Were we
just uninformed or did we even care? Did we discuss the matter
with our represen tatives?
This is not the only occurrance of our passiveness (or
apathy, if you wish) and, unfortun ately, it probably won't
be the last. Don't you think it's time we did somethi ng about
it?
-CC
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Burden of Proof
Dear Editor,
It has become evident that
a few of the student body find
it necessar y to leave the morning chapel service before it
has reached its completio n.
This morning (Mon., 1/20/75)
we were privilege d to have Dr.
Masters of the Word of Life
Bible Institute as our guest speaker for chapel. Dr. Masters presented a
thought-s timulatin g
message, on trusting God's word
over the customs of the world.
At twenty minutes after ten
many students sitting toward the
back of the auditoriu m got uip
and left. This was very noticeable to the surround ing students,
and it was obvious that it was
also noticeabl e to our speaker.
Dean Burkett informs me that
special arrangem ents have been
made for those. who are employed and those who have classes through all the lunch hours
to attend chapel at either the
G.S. or the science center. With
this arrangem ent they would be
able to leave if chapel ran overtime.
Chapel today let out at exactly 10:30, so it wasn't a question
of not having enough time to eat.
It appears that some people
don't realize how distractin g this
type of action could be, to a
$Peaker. We, as Christian young
people should be anything but
rude and disrespec tful to guest
speakers whose purpose in being
here is to offer us daily bread
from the Bible.
Instead of the responsib ility
being thrown on the Dean's office to guard the doors, let's
prove that we can handle the
responsib ility of being in chapel
for the duration of the service.
The burden of proof lies in the
students themselv es.
Respectf ully submitte d,
Ed Baggett

let's TryAga in
Well, congratu lations Cedarville College Student Body. It
· was very comforti ng to se'e the
enthusias tic turnout for last
Thursday 's voting of the financial budget problem. Less than
1/z of the students voic,ed their
opinion on a matter which has
far-reach ing implicati ons, and it
seems to me that of those who,
voted, very few understo od what
those implicati ons are. But that's
not your fault is it? After all,
why should 18-22 year old people
be expected to think for themselves? After all, there was only
one alternativ re presente d for the
problem, how could you be so
bold as to think there might be
more? Well, you didn't know all
about the issue, right? That's
not your fault either. Those kids
who organize d the Bethel Forum
were only kidding. They really
didn't want everyone in the
school to come to the meeting,
only the 70 or so who came out
of over 1,000 students. Besides
you didn't read the signs or listen to the announce ment in chapel or get contacted by phone.
O.K., what's done is done. We
didn't get our quorum of 525
voters so let's try to again. This
time though, could I suggest that
we vote responsib ly? Student
Senate is standing in the dawn
of a new horizon. With student
support, Senate could establish
itself to fulfill its purpose on an
institutio n of higher education .
Student Senate could instigate
many reforms which would benefit every student. But every student doesn't care.
What is it? Why does less
than lh of a small student body
made up of believers respond so
lackadais ically to its responsibility?. I sometim es sense some
sort of mystical submissi on to
any form of authority without
fully understa nding the truth of
that authority . How many of you
338 students who did vote yes
on the budget just-#took it for
granted that the Student Senate
did really look into other alternatives? Well, they didn't. But just
because they didn't present you
with these alternati ves doesn't
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mean that they don't exist.·
There are other ways to solve
our problem than just handing it
over to the business office. The
financial committe e has been assigned to look into these other
possibilit ies. As you can guess I
feel that giving the business office our budget is the wrong way
out of this mess. What kind of
Christian testimon y is irrespons ibility? This obstacle could unify
us and help us set some standards for student governm ent.
I entreat you to reflect on a
couple of questions : What is my
responsib ility as a student to the
program of education ? Am I just
a recipient ? How should I act in
a college made up of members
of the Body of Christ? What is
any college without students? Is
getting inv,olved in the environment in which God has placed
me adhering to the truth? If I
know that somethin g is true,
don't I have great responsib ility
to that truth, even if that truth
could cause pain to a fellow believer?
The process of student government needs to be changed.
There are things that need to be
done. We as students need to do
them. Let's get informed . Let's
unite on issues. Let's seek good,
Biblical answers to our problems. Paul told Timothy that if
what he preaches is true to stand
to it, even if he's considere d
young. Let's seek truth to our
student governm ent problems
and stand to it for God's honor,
not expedien cy.
'Alan Dunn
1

Food Service
Dear Editors,
One of the major gripes on
the Cedarvil le College campus
has been, remains, and most
likely will continue to be the
food service. I am sure, of
course, that this general discontent is totally related to the
lack of spiritual ity on the part
of the students and in no way
reflects the hard work which
the food service puts into devising the best diet possible in
the face of rising food costs.
Those students, obviously out
of fellowshi p, seem to, be concentratin g their thoughts on the
decrease of the amount of meat
given, while totally ignoring the
fact that they may have all the
starch they desire. The food
service, rather than being under
constant fire, is to be commend ed for the economic al way they
keep 1000 students full all quar. ter without really giving them
anything to eat.
To silence these unreason able complain ts I would suggest the Studenf Senate Food
Service Committ ee report to the
students just how our $210/qua rter is being spent and that the
food service is really applying
their principle s of good stewardship by giving Cedarvill e College ,the highest quality of food
available with the money given
them by the students. I am quite
sure that once the students are
aware that this is indeed the
case these, unwarran ted attacks
will come to an end.
Mark C. Trautma n

The Goal
But the goal of our instruction is love from a pure heart
and a good conscien ce and a sincere faith. I Timothy 1 :5
"If a person does what he
does merely because of cusom or
fear of the law, he is not, in the
highest sense, moral."
H. H. Titus
M. Keeton
To him the glory.
Brad Cronbaug h

Importa nt Knowledge
Letter to the Editor:
I would like to write this
short note to the school newspaper concerni ng my impressions of the recently past Staley
Foundati on Lectures here at Cedarville College. I don't intend
to mention Dr. Adams, his ability, reputatio n and qualifica tions
speak for themselv es.
However , I do hope to speak
to our ability as a -student body
to gain from this type of lectureship. Many of my fellow students gained measura bly from
Dr. Adams' knowledg e, and for
this, I thank the Lord. Yet every
day he spoke I noticed many
who chose, to place their attention on other subjects. I don't
intend to cast aspersion on
those who chose to do this. I
realize that the hourly loads on
many are such that they· must
use every second of their time
to review notes and complete
reading in order to prevent failure.
-. However , let's take a look at
the material Dr. Adams presented. It mentione d an imbalance of the knowledg e Christians require to effective ly help
their fellow Christian s and the
unregene rate through personal
and spiritual problems . He also
mentione d that doctrinal knowledge was of the utmost importance to the Christian Yet due
to the imbalanc e, concentr ation
should b~ placed when the opportunity avails itself upon any
knowledg e we can gain in counseling.
Our past problems as the
body of Christ give -ample proof
to the need for this valuable
training. We as students, myself included, would rather call
each other a "hot dog", or ask
to be moved from a roommat e
when we can't get along with
each other. The same story is
true at home; instead of knowing how to re1act to each other's
problems and offering some solid counselin g, we condemn and
often ignore. In witnessin g we
do nearly the same thing; we
offer doctrinal truths to an individual with an extreme personal
problem .whose mind is not able
to accept anything but a here
and now solution for what they
believe to be a nonspirit ual problem. With some solid biblical
counselli ng and individua l understandi ng, we could work
much more effective ly in our
local areas. It is my hope to
bring this to light and not place
criticism on any fellow students.
Robert W. Cook

Student s a Credit
We, the editors, felt that this
letter received by Dr. Jeremiah
needs to be made public.
Dear Presiden t:
Recently , Pipe-Stem Resort
State Park had the pleasure of
hosting the Senior Class Trip for
students of Cedarvill e College.
Over the past few years, Pipestem has hosted several such
groups of seniors from high
schools and colleges througho ut
the area and I felt that you
would be intereste d in knowing
that your seniors were the best
behaved, best mannere d students
we have ever had the pleasure of
entertain ing. Certainly they were
a credit to you, your s,taff, and
faculty.
All of us at Pipe-Stem hope
we will have the pleasure of
serving students from Cedarvil le
College in the future.
Sincerely yours,
Cordie Hudkins
Superinte ndent

Talen t Night, Conti nued
with the talent night are Jerry
Gilyard and Tom Pycraft, the
Co-chair men. The selection of the
performe rs was made by Mr.
Rayburn and Mr. Walker.
All proceeds will be given to

Alpha Chi. The money will be
used for projects on campus and
in the commun ity.
All are welcome and an evening of good entertain ment is expected.

Whispering Cedars

Stude nt Senat e Report

s the

(for the meetings of Jan. 15 and 22)

By Bob Cook

Treasurer's Report
-The balance as of Jan. 22 is $107.13.
-The amount owed as of Jan. 22 is approximate ly $1300.
-The constitutiona l amendment to place the Student Senate on budget failed due to the lack of a quorum and of the
necessary 3/4 vote necessary to pass an amendment. Other
alternatives will be under discussion at the Jan. 29 Representative Assembly meeting.

I mentioned before that we
wanted to review various world
events and speculate as to their
effect on the Christian. I've tried
to gather together these current
changes in world ' government,
in hopes that we could see some
sort of cohesive process.
The Lockheed Aircraft Corporation has sold four huge C-130
transport aircraft to the government of Libya. However, our
government has held up delivery
even though Lockheed has received payment in full. Libya
also has an option to purchase
more C-130's and will probably
do so when our government
gives permission. General Quaddafi, the head of state in Libya,
is prob.ably the most likely Arab
leader to move toward a Holy
War with Israel.
Far to the other side of Israel,
an ancient foe, Persia, now
called Iran, has become a powerful military force overnight.
They control the Persian gulf
with a special boat called a
Hov:ercraft, designed and built
in England. Their army is American supplied and trained and it
has been hinted by high Pentagon sources that it was done to
the detriment of the U. S. Army.
Both the Soviet Union and China
would travel through Iran to a

SBP Report
-The throw rugs for Maddox lounge have arrived.
-The air hockey games have been purchased. Their future
locations are undecided at present.
-On Valentine's Day, SBP will sponsor a flower sale.
-March 7th will be Nostalgia Day. There will be numerous
activities planned to help "the college family to. re-enact the
late 50's and early 60's.
-A Donkey basketball game is being scheduled for April
5th.
-The Student Directories are being typed for distribution in
the near future.
Organization al Assembly Report
-3 major areas were discussed at the Jan. 15 meeting:
(a) Different ways of publicizing the clubs on campus were
considered; A committee was formed to look deeper into the
matter.
(h) The need for guidelines for future class and club interactions was brought up. Again a committee was appointed to
develop ideas in this area.
(c) Various money making projects were approved by tJ.:ie
assembly.
Business
-Different aspects of the proposed amendment were covered during both meetings. These discussions covered ways of
publicizing the issue, Bethel Forum, alternatives, the running
of the election, etc.
-The Food Service gave a general report on the familystyle meal on the 15th, though decision had been made at that
time. On the 20th the Administrat ive Committee decided to do
away with the Wednesday night family style, and to just have
the family style meals on Sunday and for special events.
-It was announced that Wittenberg was sponsoring a College Government Conference on Feb. 22, from 1:00 to 6:00 p.m.
-Dorm elections were discussed. There were several areas
where new representati ves were needed.
-Plans for next year's In Forum program were brought
up. Suggestions were solicited from the senators _for topics
that would fit in with the school's celebration of the coming
bicentenniel of the U.S.
- brief report was given on the student government meeting at the Informission s Conference.
-Plans to evaluate and reconstruct · committees within
Senate were announced. Each committee will he meeting to
determine what their purposes were and if they were meeting
them.
-An appointment of a woman to serve on the Christian
Service Committee.
- Motion was made and passed that the Maintenance Committee look into proposals on energy conservation and controls,
then to. report back at the Jan. 29 meeting.
---iAn ad hoc committee has been formed to discuss the feasibility of and justification for a student union and to check
into the possibility of securing and renovating of a presently
school owned building for such a union. If anyone would like
to join this committee or has any suggestions, he should
contact Brad Cronbaugh, John Jackson, Mark Fehrman, or
Gary Percesepe.
-There were two proposals made that related to possible
changes in the student handbook:
(a) The Socio-Cultur al Committee is looking into the legality
of the age limits determining a need for parental permission
and in securing off campus housing.
(b) A recommenda tion has been made to the administrati on
that all references to race be dropped from the handbook on
the basis of legal and scriptural obligations. This is already
being looked into by a committee from the Board of Trustees.
-,The Publicity and Communicat ions Committee was asked
to see about publishing all Student Court results.
-A motion was brought to the floor that a recommenda tion be sent to the administrati on that women be permitted to
wear slack suits or neat slacks, etc., to class during the winter
months for the purpase of personal comfort and convenience .
This motion was tabled till the-Jan. 29 meeting to provide the
senators with a chance to sound out their constituents in this
area.
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(Any type business is acceptable. Please place in box in P.O.)

By Chuck Elliott
Gerald Ford came as the
"bearer of bad tidings" when on
January 15th he gave his first
State of the Union address. His
speech was directed at the nation's two most serious problems; the economy and the energy situation.
The economy is on the worst
slump since the Great Depression. It is because the economy
has fallen so quickly that Ford
has changed his battle plan to
fight the recession instead of inflation.
His plans to aid the ailing
economy include increasing the
buying power of Americans by
an income tax rebate of twelve
per cent to individuals and four
per cent to corporations . for the
purchase of new machinery.
Also proposed was a plan to
use revenue accumulated through
new energy taxes, to cut corporate and individual income
taxes and, thereby funnel thirty
billion dollars back into the
economy.
The President pledges to veto
any new spending programs not
dealing with energy, in an effort
to halt government spending. It
is estimated that unless restricted, government spending
will easily amount to one-half the
gross national product within fifteen years time.
The plan is one of considerable scope, complexity and risk.
If it succe,eds, sales will return to

Just a
By Joyce Coleman
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land war in the near east. In
case you didn't know, the Shah
of Iran, who is the leader of that
country, is responsible for the
high prices we now pay for oil
products in the United States.
He almost single-hande dly convinced the 'oil cartel to raise the
prices of the oil they ship to industrial nations. There seems to
be some very interesting questions about the situation in Iran
that I for one would like to see
answered. Richard .Helms, former CIA head, is now the Ambassador to Iran, and any nation
that would even allow a former
CIA head in their country would
be of some suspect.
India has formally recognized
the Palastinian Liberation Army.
It must also ·be mentioned that
China would have to go through
India on its way to a land war
in the near east.
Last but not least, our old
friend Russia has put the old
screw to the United States again,
or should I say to Henry Kissinger and the treasury department? The most favored nation
trade bill passed by the Congress, but rejected by the Soviet
Union, had some interesting stipulations. One was that the Soviet
Union would allow nearly unlimited Jewish emigration, and
the second was the repayment

Ship of State in Deep Water s
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Ed. Note: We would like to request a favor of all our readers. We are seeking to obtain more prospective advertisers to
help alleviate our increasing costs of "Whispering Cedars."
Our request is that you fill in the list below with the name
of 3 to 5 different businesses which you have patronized since
you hav:e been at school this quarter. Please clip this out and
return to us.
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When I was in elementary
school, I was told that I should
"stop, look, and listen" for any
traffic before crossing a street.
I have come to realize that these
simple instructions can be relevantly applied to the Christian's
daily walk.
First of all, the Christian
should STOP. He should cease
activity for a while and consider
just who is his God. "BE STILL
AND KNOW THAT I AM
GOD . . . " "GOD IS OUR REFUGE AND STRENGTH , A
VERY PRESENT HELP IN
TROUBLE." (Psalm 46:10, 1).
The Christian should LOOK.
''. . . SEEK, AND YE SHALL
FIND . . . " " . . . HE THAT
SEEKETH FINDETH .
"
(Matthew 7:78). A child of God
should look about himself every

n o rm a 1 and unemployme nt
would drop back. If it fails, it
could throw the U.S. into deeper
inflation with skyrocketing unemployment .
In the area of energy, Ford
would like to see the U.S. selfreliant within the next decade.
Along this line, he proposes to
reduce oil imports by one million
barrels a day by the end of this
year, with a goal of twice that
amount by the end of 1977.
The President also proposed
vast expansion in ~e energy
fields with such provisions as
two hundred new nuclear power
plants; 250 new coal mines; 150
coal-fired power plants; 30 new
oil refineries; new synthetic fuel
plants ; construction of vehicles
that will get 40% better gas mileage; and the insulation of 18
million homes.
Gas rationing is still rejected
by the President who has instead
called for an excise tax on crude
oil and natural gas. The energy
tax will net thirty billion dollars
that will be returned to the economy as tax cut. This tax will
make it cost more to use (and
abuse) energy. Hopefully these
measures will work toward energy independenc e in the United
States.
All in all, President Ford
hopes to meet the strain of the
present situation and create, by
his proposals, a reduction in unemployment , an increase in production, a restraint of government spending, and an independence of American energy.

•
,nute
...
day to see what the Lord has for
him to do. He should look for the
answers to prayer (God DOES
answer prayer-Mat thew 7:8 and
John 5:14, 15). The child of God
should seek His righteousnes s
-(Matthew 6:33).
A Christian should daily LISTEN for the vroice of his Lord
(Mark 4:9, 23 and Job 37:1-5).
God. does speak. Perhaps He will
speak in the still small voice
(1 Kings 19:12), or He may speak
with a mighty voice (Psalm
68:33). Not always will the Christian want to listen-becau se it will
mena denying himself (Mark
8 :34). The voice of God will also
call . him into fellowship with
Christ (1 Corinthians 7:15), to
liberty (Galatians 5:13), and to
glory and virtue (II Peter 1:3).
Yes, the child of God should
stop, look and listen. It can prevent injury.

les
of 722 million dollars still owed·
to the United States from WWII
and the Lend-Lease Program.
Well, the Soviet Union said buttout and we took another one on
the chin. Henry Kissenger really
lost face with the Congress after
convincing them that the Soviets
would go along with the plan.
Well, here we are still fighting
the cold war with the Soviet Union, not in military strategy or
diplomatic maneuvers, but in the
blood of people and nations. They
really seem to have the upper
hand in their trades. For example, we really suffered a loss in
the wheat deal, and they almost
pulled it off a second time. I've
often wondered if the right-wing
conservative who yells commie,
at every move, realizes that the
Soviet Union will try to bury Israel and not the United States. At any rate let's take a quick
look at home. After hearing all
sides in the sugar squeeze, my
bet is that the big businesses in
the sugar field forced prices up
in order to stimulate talks between the Organization of American States and Cuba concerning
Cuban recognition and the resumption of full trade.
Of lesser interest, it has been
reported that Spiro Agnew is on
his way to becoming a millionaire. It seems that his right-wing
contacts in foreign nations have
proved a valuable contact source
for real estate investment here
in the United States. Many of
these countries are rich in American dollars and looking for solid
investments away from their
home shores.
To what extent these events
in world commerce affect the
Christian probably won't surface
in a way that the average layman could interpret them, yet I
believe them to be a viable part
of the plan of God.

Chapel Speake rs
for Februar y
Feb. 4 - Rev. Bill Compton, evangelist from Chattanooga, Tenn. Rev. Compton will also
beholding meetings in Urbana.
Feb. 5 - Dr. David Seymour,
who was a missionary to the
Chad, Africa, under Baptist MidMissions. This promises to be an
especially interesting chapel, as
Dr. Seymour speaks about the
present situation in the Chad
and the expulsion of the missionaries.
Feb. 6-7 - Rev.· Edward Fuller, pastor of Garfield Baptist
Church, Milwaukee, Wis.
Feb. 10 - Class Meetings.
Feb. 11-14 - Rev. Paul Dixon, eviangelist from Cedarville.
Rev. Dixon's wife is a member
of the college faculty.
Feb. 17 - Dr. Mead Armstrong, Bible Dept. of C.C.
Feb. 18 - Terry Armstrong,
missionary to South America,
brother of Larry Armstrong,
missionary to Australia.
Feb. 19 - Rev. Joseph Stowell III, pastor at Southgate Baptist Church, Springfield, Ohio.
Pastor Stowell spoke at the
Swordbearer s'. Conference last
quarter.
Feb. 20 - Student Senate.
Feb. 21 - Dr. Jack Riggs,
Bible Dept. of C.C.
Feb. 24-25 - Dr. Charles Wagner, President of Northwest Baptist Seminary at Tacoma, Wash.
Feb. 26-28 - Dr. Howard Sugden, South Baptist Church, Lansing, Mich.
Do your parents want
to know what is going on at
school?
Send them a copy of
the Whispering Cedars.
Each copy sent home
for 50c. Send name and
address to Joyce Coleman.
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1874: "Clifton, with a populat ion of 300, has two groceries, two blacksm
ith shops, one wagon
shop, two shoe shops, one sawmill, one flour mill, and one paper mill, all run
by steam."
The commu nity started around 1800 with the name "Davis Mills," because
it revolved around
the mills built and owned by Owen Davis at that time. Later the name was
changed to Clifton, so
named because of all the continuous, beautif ul cliffs in the area.
Colonel Robert Patters on, forebearer of the Nation al Cash Register_ Patters
ons, bought Davis's gristmill around 1810. He then proceeded to build a woolen mill, which
sent 1800 garmen ts
to General Harriso n's army in the War of 1812, and a sawmill to go with
it. This gave Clifton
three mills, along with three other industr ies: abutto n factory, a barrel
stave factory, and a distillery.
In 1833, the town was charter ed. But in 1834 Clifton lost its bid to become
a manufa cturing
and commercial city when the railroad decided to go through Yellow Springs
instead . As a result,
industr y went downhill and eventua lly most of the original buildings were
burned or destroyed, including the mills.
In 1835, the village became incorpo rated, al though there was really no need
for it, as no more
land was ever added to the town.

The red building on Rt. 72, which
students from Antioch , was original ly
on the Columb us-Cinc innati Road. It ·
tavern, and containe d the post office
Though only a small village, Clifton has a very rich
heritage , much of which can be found in the historie s of
many of the town's building s .
. Just east of Clifton is General Benjam in Whitem an's
stone house, built in 1810.
Whitem an moved to the area in 1805, when he married the daughte r of Owen Davis and helped him build
the first mills.
Still furnishe d and in good conditio n, this house was
once used as a station for the undergr ound railroad .
General Vlhitem an owned a lot of slaves, horses, and
land, and is said to have had a live bear chained in his
yard at one time. His slaves and horses suppose dly are
buried togethe r in a cemeter y located east of his house,
of which no trace is found today .

•

Countie s have come
and gone, but the elm
tree still stands.
When Ohio was first
divided into counties ,
the Clifton elm tree, located 100 yards east of
the mill, was in Hamilton County.
In 1803 the boundar y
lines were changed , placing the tree into Greene
County. It stayed there
for 14 years, until the
Clark County boundar ies,
claimed it.
General Whitem an, in
1818, made a petition to
the state to change the
county lines so that he
would be able to enter
Greene County politics.
Finally, on Jan. 25,
1819, an act of the state
returned the well-tra veled elm into Greene
County.

The William Johnson
built in 1829 and added to
on the north end of town
Streets, and is now the
mayor, Paul Lazorsk i.

of the age 14 or upward shall be found on
the first day of the
week, common ly called
the Sabbath , quarreli ng,
· hunting , fishing, shooting, or at common labor ( except work of necessity and charity) , he
shall be fined a sum not
to exceed five dollars,
or less than one dollar." .:_ Clifton Corpora tion Ordinan ce, 1847

With its small populati on, Clifton once suppor
two of which are still used. The oldest of the fc
in the townshi p, is the Presbyt erian Church, v
1854. This church split, and in 1878 another PrE
was built ....,, now the Church of Christ located 1
Two other former church building s are in tl
Method ist church located in the southwe st paz
a resident ial dwelling . The other, a Zion Bapti
unused.

-•
The Clifton Union School wa.s built in 1871, and started in 1872
with four departm ents. The first high school class graduat ed in 1878.
But in 1914 the high school section folded, leaving only grades 1-8
until the school complet ely closed down 12-13 years ago.
A few importa nt people went to this school, some of them new
public officials in Xenia and Greene County. One of the best-kno wn
was Isaac Funk, later of Funk and
Wagnall , book publishe rs.
The last superin tendent before
the high school was disconti nued,
and also mayor of Clifton at one
time, was W. B. Hayes, the
father of Woody Hayes, who
is the present football coach at
Ohio State Univers ity. Woody,
incident ally, was born in Clifton.

home, original ly
in 1850, ls located
at CJay and High
residenc e of the

John Knox built a two-stor y
house on the Clifton- Yellow Springs
Road in 1804. He also built a general store in 1830, now the building
for Weber's Antique s, one of the
best-kno wn antique stores in Ohio.
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Clifton also had an opera house. Built
in the late 1800's, the building would
have done credit to a town twice Clifton's
size. It had seating space for 500, a full
stage 42 feet wide, and was used for style
shows, medicine shows, and school
plays. Years ago, basketba ll hoops
were put up and the auditoriu m
was changed into a multipur, pose
room for the school. The building is now used for the village offices, but still contains the stage and balcony.

now houses some
a stagecoa ch stop
ras also used as a
tt one time.

Another interestin g tombston e is that of Roderick Austin. On it is the sketch of a stagecoa ch
and a team of horses. He died on Sept. 1, 1836 at
. the age of 26.
Several stories have been told concerni ng his
death:
Roderick was a stagecoa ch driver, and one
version says that he was found frozen to death
on the stagecoa ch when it came to town. This
was difficult to believe, seeing how he died in
Septemb er.
Another tale was that he arrived very ill in
Clifton, supposed ly with typhoid fever, and that
a week later he died.
The true story is that Roderick was travelling
along the Clifton-Y ellow Springs Pike· toward
Clifton when his horses got away from him and
the stagecoa ch crashed into a large boulder in
the gorge, crushing him to death.

Clifton's last saloon is now
part of the residence of Mrs.
Kenneth Caupp postmist ress of
Clifton for the past 28 years. The
saloon was dosed for good one
night after the town constable
was murdere d there.
In a few years the building
was dragged by a team of horses
to where it is now, and later became the living room of the
house.

ed four churches ,
:i.r, and the oldest
hich was built in
sbyterian Church
n Route 72.
e village. One, a
; of town, is now
:t church, is now

s
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The present mill was
built in 1869 and had five
floors, each with a distinct purpose in -the grinding process. French quarry
stone was brought to the
U. S. in ships as ballast.
Twenty-f ive to thirty of the
stones were fitted together
to make a millstone of the
desired size.
From 1908 to 1937 the
water-po wered turbine that
ran the mill's machine ry
was never turned off. It
provided electricit y for Cedarville, Clifton, and Yellow Springs, char·ging a
flat rate of one dollar a
month for homes and two
dollars a month for farms
and businesse s.

But the mill sat unused for a few years until 1962, when Robert Heller bought
it for $16,000 and restored it to its original shape.
'i'oday, under the name Clifton Milling Company , the mill sends its produce
to
all fifty states, parts of Canada, and overseas as well.

Whisper ing Cedars·

The present cemetery is located behind the first Presbyterian church. The first pastor
of the church, Reverend Pogue,
is buried undernea th the pulpit of the first church building,
which serves as his tombston e.

No town suffered more severely from the cholera epidemic
of 1849 than Clifton.
The ·epidemic hit especiall y heavy on the southern section
of town. It is suspecte d that the water on the lower south side
was contamin ated. This contamin ation was due to the low
rock level, which allowed the privies and waste water to drain
down into the water supply. Limeston e filtered out the grosser
impuritie s so that the water was cool and clear, and appeared
safe.
A story is told how a stranger came into town one day and
stayed in the tavern. There he had dinner. During the night
he contracte d cholera, and was found dead in the morning.
So many people died that the vault in the cemetery had to
be used to store bodies because graves couldn't be dug fast
enough. This vault was also used for body storage during the
winter months when the ground was too hard for digging.
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M.r Burkett, advisor, talks with Dan Steere, Student Justice

Debate Society in Trouble
By Paule.tie Donaldson

"To be or not to be" is the
present situation with which
Cedarville College Debate Society must deal as their $300.00
budget is now exhausted through
both the purchase of materials,
and home and inter-collegi ate
tournament parttcipation .
Coach Robert Burkett explains that the debate club may
take opportunitie s to go out to
churches for not only purposes
of recruitment and financial
backing, but to present seminars
in the area of communicat ion for
the refinement of speaking
skills.
Attempts to gear up the debate program will take time and
money as future tournaments
are dependent upon creative money raising ideas.
The Debate Program is part
of a newly formed Forensics
Organization including oral interpretative reading and persuasive speaking, and Communications. But Dean Burkett stresses
that debate needs to develop
more at the present time as well
as the need for more staff help.
Dean Burkett continues that
pre-seminar y Bible, pre-Law,
and future teachers should be
involved as "this is an activity
in which everyone can excel, and
is a competitive outlet for healthy intellectual stimulation. " Also, critical thinking is "what
Christians need."
Two teams represented Cedarville in the Novice SwitchSides Debating Tournament at
Wooster College: Steve Costley
and .Jim Gilbert, Marcia Binder
and Paulette Donalson, as the
weekend of .January 17 marked
Cedarville's second experience
of inter-collegi ate debating in
which eighty-three teams competed on the Novice Level.
Though neither team qualified for final competitions , all
performed high in speaker
points. "Not only-did both teams
learn how to take defeat gra,
ciously," says debating Coach
Burkett, "but also how to analyze and make necessary improvements,. ''
Most of the other teams represented large learning institutions with greater developed
debating programs including:
Capitol University, Ohio State
University, Ohio Northern, Kent
State, Wayne State, both Central and Eastern Michigan,
Bowling Green, and the University of Massachuse tts.
The Debate Team antidpates
a "Speech Day" com,e spring
quarter in which the entire day
will be devoted to various areas
of communicat ion in which both
debate and speech students will
be involved.
The Debate, Program also
plans a Christian College debate
day ·in which Cedarville will in~
vite other Christian debating
clubs down for the purpose of
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debating selected Christian topics.
The present debate program
may also become involved in a
future local debate league. This
will be an appropriate way of
cutting down on expenses and
at the same time acquiring the
intercollegia te experience.
Mr. Burkett iterates that
intercollegia te debate "takes us
out of the sheltered world of
Cedarville and puts us with the
future thinkers of our society."
He concludes that debate
"puts us in healthy competition,
as students could be in Cedarville for four years and believe
that the world is great."

u
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The Student Academic Advisory Board is a standing committee of the Student Senate.
This committee functions as an
advisor of the Academic Dean,
elects the Faculty Member and
Staff Member of the year, and
participates in judicial procedures in cases of students accused of violations of college
regulations.
To fulfill the final responsibility listed, the members of this
board participate in Student
Court. This Court is the judicial
branch of Senate that acts on
appeal and non-appeal cases
from college citizens.
The selection of this board is
made by faculty and students.
Faculty members in each academic -division nominate students
as candidates for the Board.
During the annual Spring Elections, students vote for the candidates in their discipline. The
results are eight committee
members and eight alternates,
one from each of the eight academic departments .
The purpose of Student Court
is given on page 36 of the Student Handbook. In brief it is "to
advance the maturity and responsibility of the student body
for upholding the regulations of
the college." This purpose is accomplished in two ways.
The Court hears cases in eight
areas of jurisdiction: 1) Appeals
of Traffic and Parking Violations, 2) Appeals of Residence
Hall Violations, 3) Appeals of
Violations of College Regulations
other than Residence Halls, 4)
Non-Appeal Cases from Individuals, 5) Non-Appeal Complaints
from Campus Citizens, 6) Student Government Appeals and

New Student lrom Wilberforce
By Dennis B. Crady

Winter Quarte'r has seen a
big increase in the student body
with many new or returnin.g
students registering. Among the
many new students was a latecomer, Julius Rippy.
Julius is a freshman·tr ansfer
from Wilberforce College, having attended there for one trisemester. Being so close to, Wilberforce and they having shown
an interest in him, he applied
and was accepted.
Still in need of money, he
was ahle to gJt financial aid
through the college. His first
visit to the college was, when
he moved there. With school being a new experience and having
many problems with his roommate, he soon became very discouraged. As early as October he
was considering transferring to
Taylor University.
· After ta:lking with students
from his church, John Jackson
and John Ault, and seeking
God's will, he decided to transfer to Cedarville for the rest of
the year.
Ephesians 5: 15-17 was a great
help to him during this time.
His major is yet undecided, but
he would like to get into radio
broadcasting . For the moment
he is concentratin g on his general education requirement . .
Julius is the youngest of fourteen children in a family of
eight brothers and five sisters.
He mentioned one nephew in
particular, as most of the students have probably heard of
him. He is six year old Rodney
Allen Rippy. He has appeared
on many commercials , Johnny
Carson, Merv Griffin, MarcUJS
Welby, Medical Center and
many other T.V. programs.
Neither Julius nor his parents
had money available to send
him to college, so consequently ,
he spent most of his free time
in hig!i school working. He did
not :i;>,artidpate in many athletics but was involved in an
art club and a Christian Fellowship group at school. He doesn't
play any musical instrument but
says: ''I have been known to

sing," participating both in
church and school choirs and
doing some solo work.

Julius Ri ppy
1

I St

Non-Appeals , 7) Interpretatio n
of the Constitution, and 8) Appeal and Non-Appeal Cases involving Clubs, Organization s,
and Class Differences.
Each of the eight disciplines
is responsible to be pros,ecutor
for one of the areas of jurisdiction. This member takes the position of the College in cases
brought before the Court. A
Chief Justice is appointed each
year and presides over the meeting and a recording secretary
keeps records of proceedings and
decisions. The Chief Justice this
year is Dan Steere and the recording secretary is Debbie
Jones ..
All cases must be presented
through the Personnel Department or the Student Affairs Committee. Dean Burkett handles
this aspect of the Student Court.
In the case of traffic violations,
the appeal must also be given
to the Maintenance Department
in writing before the Court can
hear the case.
Any and every student has
the right to appear before Stu-

Natur e Lab
Plans Begin
By Wendy McNiece
Although the economic feasibility of the ten acre nature lab
located at the northwest corner
of campus was questioned, Dr.
Griffeth announces that the initial planning committee, con.sisting of 6-8 members from various disciplines, will begin meeting in February.
Mr. St. Clair, Business Manager, feels that this wildlife area
is in the best educational interest
_of the school and that plans
should continue as were previously announced.
The primary project, which
will begin this summer, is an
eight-tenths of an acre pond fed
by a damned diversion ditch
draining 360 acres. Hired construction crews will be necessary because 100 of the acres need
large machinery work.
The filling of the pond, which
will take about a week, will be
done by fall rains .and the runoff
of the surrounding acreage.
Immediate evaluations will
then check the measuremen t of
the plant and animal attraction
to the new water front. Consulted
professional
conservation ists
have suggested that growth be
spontaneous and if, after a period
there are no results, tl:).at planting be done by the science department.
Science and education majors
will be using the nature lab as a
practical application study area.
The wildlife area will also be open to the student body as a general recreation area.

First Bethel Foru·m Stirs Interest
In response to a lot of questions from many people about
the proposal Student Senate
brought before the student body
for a vote, the Bethel Forum
was originated.
Sponsored by Bethel Dorm,
the first meeting was held Monday, Jan. 20. The central issue
of the meeting was Student Senate finances and Student Senate
in general.
After many class meetings
ended with questions in many
people's minds concerning the
financial situation, a group of
students from Bethel ·discussed
the issue and looked into possibilities which could inform students on this affair. After ideas
were thrown around, it was decided to schedule a meeting
open to all students and faculty.
At this meeting, Don Eggleston, student body president,
gave a speech in which he outlined what he would like Senate
to do in the future. Mark Fehrman, Senior class representa-

tive, then acted as moderator
for · questions from the, floor.
Kathy Mcintosh was also on
hand to field questions. Most of
the questions from the floor
centered around the issue of
finances and policies of Student
Senate in the past. Mr. Rickard,
Senate Advisor, who was to
speak, was unable to attend.
Al Dunn, who was chosen to
spearhead Bethel Forum, hopes
to have at least one forum each
month on issues that are of importance to the students. He
feels that many students say a
lot of things about issues on
campus and Bethel Forum is
now giving them the opportunity
to unify this opinion somewhat.
It is also a place to have questions answered on important issues.
A 1th o ugh attendance was
small at the first forum, Al feels
that it accomplishe d something
because some questions were
answered about Senate finances
and there may be future forums
as a result.

nts

dent Court. A student may defend himself, he can be defended
by another person, present witnesses, and present evidence
that has bearing on his case.
Each prosecutor has the same
privilege.
After the case has been presented, the other justices present (five must be present for a
quorum) are free to ask questions of either party and to clarify points. Then a secret ballot is
taken and a decision reached. A
plurality is necessary for a decision to be made.
The decisions of Student Court
are binding. Appeals may be
taken to the Student-Fac ulty Discipline Committee if the student
wishes. All decisions are recorded, the necessary people are informed, and a copy of the proceedings is given to the Senate
Secretary to be posted for students to see. Fines from traffic
violations go into the General
Budget.
In another realm, Student
Court has the authority to suggest changes in rules and regulations as a natural outflow of its
judicial hearings.
Clarity of
rules, rationale, interpretatio n,
and enforcement are all areas
that the Court can directly participate in.
Student Court does not have
a regular meeting time. It's sessions are held as needed and are
usually announced a day in advance. Court is held at 7 p.m.
in GSC 14. It is open to any students who wish to observe.
While striving to maintain the
respect for authority and the seriousness of their responsibilit y,
Student Court operates on a more
informal level than do other larger courts. This informality, however, should not be taken as irresponsibilit y or a lack of concern. The Court feels that the informalness is more effecti¥e in
achieving its purposes on campus.
Student Court has met twice
in the 1974-75 school year, October 28 and November 18. Thus
far the only cases brought before the court have been appeals
of traffic violations. Perhaps this
is because of a lack of knowledge
concerning Student Court. The
campus citizens are not aware
of how the Court can function to
help them.
Pages 35-37 of the Student
Handbook describe Student Court
and its purpose and procedures.
Questions may also be directed
to the Dean of Men and/or any
member of the SAAB. Student
Court is here to serve the students, faculty and staff of Cedarville CollJge.
In the next issue of Whispering Cedars, Feb. 12, we
will be featuring a Valentines Greeting Section. For
a small fee of only 5 cents
a word, you can send a
greeting to that special
person in your life, special
prof, favorite dean, RA,
PA or trustee. You could
even send one to your favorite dorm, least favorite
person in Maddox, your secret admirer, or admiree.
There will be a person at
the table in the GSC lobby
during the week of Feb. 3-6,
so don't forget. You might
even send one to Dr. Allen
Monroe, George Sperry ...
and, yes, even the guy who
keeps making all the bomb
scares.

Special Prices
on discontinued texts. Check
for those in your peculiar
field. At the

College
Bookstore
Ist Come -

Ist Served
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By Chris Rufener

FWM is beginning to put the Spring Missionary Conference together.

F

Pl:ans Conf erenc e
B Mary .Jo Imhausen

"Go ye into all the world, and
preach the gospel to every creature." Missionaries have gone to
many parts of the world to fulfill this command of Christ. The
Fellowship for World Missions is
a group of students who meet
weekday mornings at 7:25 in GS
26 to provide prayer support for
missionaries . The fellowship is
open to all students. New members are welcome.
The morning fellowship opens
with a group hymn, followed by
special verses or prayer requests. Prayer letters are distributed from missionaries in a
specific area. Missionaries are
divided into five areas:
1. Australia and Asia
2. North and Central America
3. South America
4. Europe
5. Africa
Another purpose of FWM is
to plan and conduct the missionary conference. A committee of
the FWM officers and their sponsor, Dr. Riggs, will choose the
theme and theme verse, based on
suggestions from students. Details on the contest for compos-

Presbyt erian Church
Holds Dinner

ing a chorus will appear at a
later date.
The 16th'· Annual Missionary
Conference will be held April
6-11, beginning Sunday evening
and concluding Friday evening.
Students will be required to attend chapel and one of the two
evening services, each day during the conference. Missionaries
will be presenting their work in
the form. of reports, literature,
curios, and slides.
Speakers for the Missionary
Conference have been chosen.
They are: Dr. Don Ketchum,
missionary doctor to
Bangledesh, (ABWE); Rev. Larry
Abbott, Campus Bible Fellowship, moving shortly to Southwest - Omo area, (BWW); Rev.
Wm. J. Reid, missionary to Hong
Kong, (ABWE); Rev. Sammie
Kanani, working with Arabs in
Detroit area, (Evangelica l Baptist Missions); and Rev. Mike
Horn, missionary appointee to
Holland. Interviews with the
speakers may be arranged during the conference.

The first annual Informissions Conference drew more than
550 people to the campus of
Grand Rapids Baptist College
Dec. 27-31.
Rev. William Fusco, a speaker at the conference, saw the
purpose of Informission s to be
''to inform young people more
about missions with the ultimate purpose to motivate them
toward missions."
Five nights and four days of
lectures, workshops, and Bible
study were designed to acquaint
the possible future missionary
with qualification s, preparation,
candidature, apprenticesh ip programs, and various fields, both
home and abroad.
Speakers from all facets of
life and specifically fundamental
mission boards participated and
included such men as Dr. Wendell Kempton, president of the
Association of Baptists for World
Evangelism (ABWE); Dr. Allan
Lewis, president of Baptist MidMissions; Dr. Don Ketcham,
m~dical missionary to Bangladesh; Mr. Don Trott, former
missionary to Hong Kong; Dr.
Howard Sugden, pastor of the
South Baptist Church in Lansing, Mi.; and Mr. Jack Wyrtzen, director of Word of Life,
Schroon Lake, N.Y. The· missionaries had opportunitie s to share
their views both on the platform
and with individual students.
"This is information Christians ought to know," stated Mr.
Trott, chairman of the Informissions committee.
"I personally feel that the
mission is a career. It's a very
vital career; a very exciting career. A man going to the field
can do so many things and the
challenge is so great. Yet, today

ntests
The 54th ATLANTIC
Creative ·Writing Contest

re

nation-wide college journalism
writing competition on alcohol
use and abuse with three first
prizes of $500 cash plus an
expense-paid , three-day trip to
Washington, D. c. on June 1113, and a national recognition
award at the 5th Annual Conference of the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
Three second prizes of the trip
to Washington and the recognition award.
The three entry categories
are: EDITORIAL (including editorial
cartoons),
FEATURE
STORY (including photo essay),
or FEATURE SERIES on the
subject of alcohol use and abuse

The ATLANTIC' s Creative
Writing Contest is open to all
The Presbyterian Church of undergradua te students enrolled
Cedarville, Ohio, will have a as using regular classroom subcommmunit y dinner on Satur- scriptions to The Atlantic in a
day, February 8 at 5:00-8:_!)0 p.m. course during som.e part of the
The dinner, sponsored by the school year from September
Covenant Class of the church, is' 1974, through February 1975 and
a project to raise funds for the who have not had more than
three years of formal education
Dr. Kyle Medical Center.
The prices of the tickets, to between graduation from high
be ordered by Jan. 31, are $3.00 school and the beginning of the
for adults, $2.00 for children 7-12, current school year.
All papers for the contest
and $1.00 for children 6 and un- must
be postmarked not later
der. All proceeds from the dinner
than
Feb. 21, 1975 and received
will go to the Medical Center.
later than Feb. 28, 1975. EnTickets can be purchased at no
tries should be addressed to: - "no matter what the slant."
the Miami Deposit Bank, Cedar- Atlantic College Contest
8 Ar- '.l'he entry must have appeared
ville Hardware, Au-Del's Beauty
.
'
--1n a college newspaper or newslmgton
St.,
Boston,
Massachus·
d h
b
•tt
Shop, or by contacting Mrs. Jack etts 02llil.
magazme 8.?ave . een wn en
Lillich at 766-5286.
Fiction and non-fiction entries by a f:111-trme college student.
Funds for the Medical Center must not exceed 3 000 words. The
article must have appeared
must accumulate $100,000 before
' d BO 1from Nov. 1, 1974 to Apr. 15,
Poems must not excee
mes, 1975
d b
t
k d
construction can begin. There but
t
may be any form of verse.
an
e pos mar e no 1a er
are working plans for the Center No students may submit
more ~han Apr. 22, 1975. T:"o ~ull c~pand building specification s are than one entry in each cateies of the ~ctual p~b~icat10n with
being prepared. Residents and g
the contamed wntmg(s) must
businesses of ·cedarville will be
or;~pers entered in the contest be submit:ted along with an entry
contacted by literature mailings must bear no mark of identifiform ~vail~ble from Mr .. Grosh
and viisits from volunteers for cation other than title
of entry. or Whispermg Cedars ?ff~ce.
contribution s to the project.
Every entry must be accomThere are ?-O res~r1ct10n:5 on ·
The Dr. Kyle Medical Center, panied by an official entry form
to be located Northeast of Mad- signed by the student, affirming len~th and articles with an mnodox Hall, Cedarville College, on that the work is original, not vat~ve fo:mat _are ~ncouraged.
~ail entries to. National ClearRoute 72, will make medical copied from any source, never 1
~ghouse for Alcohol In!ormaservices more· of a convenience before published (except in a
tion, ?ept. I-CM2, Box 2345,
for the community.
school paper), and not submit- Rockville, Md. 20852.
ted in any other national conThe March Society
test. Any paper not accompanThe March Society of Alexied by an official entry state- andria, Va. is ·announcing its
ment will not be considered. All First Annual "Design for Liventries become tqe property of ing'' essay competition. ParticiThe Atlantic Monthly Company' pants should submit an essay of
and none can be returned.
Forty cash, scholarship, and no fewer than 1,500 words admerit a'fards will be awarded
for the best fiction, non-fiction,
"For Your Best Deal
and poetry submitted.
College Hill
In GE Appliance s"
National Council on
"Just across from Maddox"
Alcoholism Inc.
The National Council on Al766-4481
coholism Inc. is sponsoring a
By .Joyce Coleman

Cedarv ille
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we're finding a continued decline '74, Rev. Fusco replied, "I bepercentage-w ise of people who lieve that God honored the hard
are sensing the call of God and work of these dedicated sergoing into missions as a career." vants."
He pointed out that, while
The response of Cedarville
America has only one - seven- personnel attending the conferteenth of the world's population, ence confirmed his conclusion.
it has 94% of the, world's, orDiane Jacobs, a senior Bible
dained ministers. Many Chris- major, is preparing for missiontains, he maintained, are un- . ary work in Peru. She th-0ught
knowing or uncaring of the need that the conference would be
to reach other peoples with the beneficial. While at the conferGospel. For this reason, Infor- ence she had an opportunity to
missions was born.
talk with missionaries and other
Bill Pierson, treasurer of personnel from the mission
ABWE, had a burden that con- boards.
A junior majoring in broadservative evangelicals get together college students in mis- casting, Bill Nash is interested
sionary preparation for world- in the communicat ions aspect of
wide evangelism. Such a project missions. He attended the conhad been undertaken by groups ference to gain a better perspecwith whom fundamenta l Chris- tive of missions.
"I gained a new understandtians could not participate. Mr.
Pierson approached Dr. Kemp- ing of missions and its place with
the local church."
ton with this matter.
"From the point of view of
After much prayer and con- someone who has
not been
sideration, Dr. Kempton asked 'called' to the mission
field, but
Mr. Trott to organize a confer- who is vitally interested
ence that would "bring forth pro- sions, the Informission in miss
motional material that would ence was a tremendous Conferhelp and
glorify the Lord." Plans were encouragem ent," said Miss
Car- ·,
then underway. Baptist Mid- men Shirk, Spanish
professor and
Missions later asked to join in former m.k.
the endeavor. At this time the
''What struck me the most
door was opened to other fun- was the tremendous
burden for
damental Baptist mission agen- lost souls
that mission adminiscies interested in taking part in trators
showed. It was just a
Informission s.
great time of fellowship and spir- ·
A central committee was itual growth."
formed, consisting of presidents
Miss Tawn Mccann, Resident
of ABWE and Baptist Mid-Mis- Advisor at South Hall, attended
sions, two professors, a business- the conference to exIJ{)se herman, and Mr. Trott. After two self to the viaried areas of misyears of concentrated prayer sions.
and work, Informission s '74 be"I appreciated the technical
came a reality.
aspects, such as deputation and
Intensified Foreign Missions, filing applications ."
Informission s was for some
or Informission s, was the title
chosen by Jess Eaton, ABWE a time of gaining a new undermissionary to Bangladesh. This standing of missions and for
was later broadened to include others an assurance of a definite
information on missions both call to missions.
The second annual Informishome and abroad.
sions Conference will be held
When asked his impressions Dec. 27-31, 1976 at Grand Rapids
of the outcome of Informission s Baptist College.

.

n t St
dressing the following topic :
"The dommant aim of human destiny cannot be anything so banal as just maximum quantity, whether of human beings, machines, works
of art, consumer goods, political power, or anything else
" Sir Julian Huxley.
Discuss some of the goals
which an imaginativel y designed
society should pursue and describe in detail a means of
achieving one of these goals
through the evoltuion of an existing institution.
A cash prize of $50 will·. be
awarded to the first place winner .and a prize of $25 will be
awarded to the second place
winner. Certificates will be issued to. the first two runners up.
Submit all entries to: Design
for Living; The March Society;
8418 Credos Court, Alexandria,
Va. 22309. All entries will become the property of the March
Society, and must be received
by Apr. 15, 1975.
World Research Inc.
The World Research Inc. is
sponsoring the Joseph Stalin

nts

Memorial Essay contest designed especially for those interested in the philosophy behind
current events as well as the
communicat ion of them. A first
prize of $100, a second prize of
$50, and a third prize of $25 will
be awarded for the best essays
proving or disproving the following statement:
. The conditions illustrated in
The Gulag Archipelago are directly related to the loss of
economic freedom.
Manuscripts must not exceed
2,000 words in length. They must
be typewritten, double-space d.
Name, address, and phone number must appear in the upper
left hand corner of the first
page. All manuscripts must have
a title. Essays must be postmarked no later than March 3,
1975 and be sent to: World Research Inc., Campus Studies Institute, 11722 Sorrento Valley
Rd., San Diego, Cal. 92121.
All essays become the property.of World Research, Inc. and
will not be returned. Winners
will be notified by telegram on
Apr. 15, 1975.

BACK FOR MORE!
Over half of all Northwestern Mutual
life insurance poHcies go to o'ld customers coming back for more. They
like what they got.

NOR THW ESTE RN

the quiet company
MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO.
TOM -MUDDER; 100 W. Main St., Xenia 372-8045
Alumnus of Cedarville College
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By Bryan Waggoner

The Yellow Jackets basketball
squad are home from a 4-game
road trip which was disappointing statistically, with 1 win and 3
losses. The losses came at the
hands of Malone, Ohio Dominican, and Central State. According to Dr. Callan, it was merely
a few crucial moments in each
game which made the difference
between a win or a loss, regardless of the final score. The one
win came against Urbana College and was almost lost when
it seemed it was all wrapped
up. Dr. Callen commented that
the injuries to key players and

Paul Kester has the advantage over his opponent.

Split with
Saturday, Jan. 18, Cedarville
hosted a wrestling meet involving Urbana and the University of
Dayton. Cedarville beat Urbana
28-22, but was edged by the University of Dayton 22-18.
Against Urbana, Cedarville
faired well. In the first match,
Paul Kester tied his opponent.
Cedarville lost the next two
matches, but Craig Vielguth, at
142 tied up the score with a
thi;d-period pin. Duncan Fields
took a forfeit at 150, as did Chuck
Yasenka at 167 and Vic Mallard
·at 177. Cedarville took a loss at
158, forfeited 190, and Gerald
Perry (the heavyweight) ended
the meet with a 3-3 tie. Thus
Cedarville came out on top 28-22.
In their second meet CedarV1ille wrestled a close one but the
University of Dayton pulled it
out 22-18. In individual matches,
Paul Kester won his bout, at

Spo,r:ts

on,
118, 4-3. Craig Vielguth brought
aoout Cedarville's next win by
beating his opponent 11-3, Duncan Fields, at 150, won his match
9-2. Chuck Yasenka wrestled a
tight match and emerged the
victor with a 3-2 score. Vic Mallard, at 177, wrestled superbly
once more and had an easy 9-2
victory. At heavyweight, Gerald
Perry wrestled one of his best
matches this season in mopping
up his opponent 9-1.
Overall, Cedarville wrestled
extremely well and the team record now stands at 2 wins-4 losses.
On Saturday, Jan. 25, Cedarville
went to Eastern Kentucky University for a quadrangular meet
with Eastern Kentucky, Morehead State University, and Wright
State. Cedarville, however, has
suffered three injuries this week
and will not be at full strength.
Those injured are John Wolfe,
126, Jimmy Carrington, 158, and
Chuck Yasenka at 167.
\·

Bicentenn ial Group Begins Work
By Jessica Huesmann
A new committee is being
formed on campus under the
leadership of Dr. Murdoch at
the request of Dr. Jeremiah.
The purpose is, to plan Cedars
ville's involvement in the upcoming bicentennial activities
of 1976. Composing the group
are: Dr. McGoldrick, Mr. Payne,
Mr. Walker, Dean Rickard, Don
Eggleston, and Barbara Beikert.
The committee is now planning a series of academic activities relating to the bicentennial theme. Features will include Christian historians, secu1ar historians, and alumni of
Cedarville. Striving to coordinate all campus activities, the
group plans to link the Artist
Series, In Forum, and Cedar Day
to one main theme. Total campus

ED'S TIRE
AND AUTO SERVICE
complete automotive service

766-2761
Rt. 2 - Cedarvme
Special discount to
students and faculty
on fires.

arville

and community involvement is
encouraged.
At this time, the committee
is presenting a variety of · programs to the Gund Foundation
and the Ohio American Revolutionary Bicentennial Advisory
Commission in order to gain
the support needed.
Suggestions for ideas are solicited and may be given to any
committee member.

missionary kids on our campus.
The group meets every Tuesday night at 6:00 P.M. and share
items of nraise and prayer. Each
week one student will tell a little
about his parents'. work and presents some specific prayer request. Sometimes sild~s ~e
shown helping one to visualize
the work a little better. Prayer
requests are mentioned and ti:-rie
is spent in prayer remembermg
their parents, and the people to
which they have been called to
serve.
"M.K.'s" have come to C.C.
from different mission agencies
and fields. The fields represented
are home missions, Brazil, Philippines, Dominican Republic,
Spain, Bolivia, Peru, M~xico, Japan, Hong Kong, Africa, New
Guinea, and Taiwan.
There are approximately 45
M.K.' s attending Cedarville.

Owned and Operated by Wayne Hastings

Laureen Clark dribbles toward the left side.

Jackettes Aim for Go,od Ye,ar
Boasting a 5-2 record, Cedarville' s Women's Basketball team
is aiming for a winning season.
''This is the best passing team in
several
years,"
commented
coach Maryalice Jeremiah, "and
we have excellent shooting."
Dr. Jeremiah believes the defense is improving. She cites rebounding as the team's major
weakness.
With three returning starters,
and a crop of freshmen, the
league championship is in sight
for the J ackettes. Seniors returning are Sandy Schlappi, Sandy
Finch, and Sally Orihood. Juniors are Laureen Clark and
transfer Diane Jones. The lone
sophomore, Nancy Towle, is
joined by four freshmen; Laura
Wilson Sara Mann, Cathy Banton a~d Becky Ziemar. Other
goals for the year include being seeded in the state t~urney
and qualifying for the regionals.

Xenia Office Supply
-

93 Fairground Road
(temporary address due to tornado)

Complete Inventory of
Student Needs

Automatic
Electronic
Flash

CEDARVILLE, OHIO
Open 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. 6 days

8 a.m. t~ 6 p.m. Sunday

Page8

Village Restaurant
-home cooked food
-carry out orders
Downtown Cedarville

766-5318
-Hours6:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m. M-F
6:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. Sat.

$2500

• ICE CREAM

e FRESH DONUTS
ONLY $12.50

this week
Especially Adaptable for the blow-cut.
at

Something New Beauty Shop
91 S. Main

Last year's team captured fourth
place in the state tourney and a
10-12 record.
The Jackettes have suffered
several early season injuries.
Nancy Towle susttained a fractured rib in a pre-season scrimmage, and Sally Orihood injured
a knee in a recent game.
The JV team members this
year are Marie Ch_ipukits, Kim
Gall, Karen Metzger, Cathy
Green, Faith Whitelawn, Jayne
Butcher, April May, and Laura
Palmer all freshmen. Cay Ulsh,
Roni C~um, and Elaine Brown
the the sophs. Only one junior
and a senior are on the team;
Desidra Carl and Joy Ericson.
Managers are Jenny O'Neill and
Marcia Binder.

Closed Sunday

The New Look for the New Haircut
THE NO-CURLER PERM -

located in the heart of

points, 7th in average rebounds,
and 8th in free throw percentage.
Steve is hitting at a 17.9 ppg.
average after 16 games combined with 8.5 rebounds per game
and 78.7% free throw shooting.
Dave Burtner is leading the
MOC at the charity stripe with
90% accuracy.
Of added note, Dan Coomes
has handed out a very unstingy
4 assists per game with a total
of 57 in 16 games.
As a team the Jackets have
been outrebounding their opponents 48-44, and have handed out
208 assists while their opponents
made only 164.
Playing at home once again,
will obviously be a tremendous
help as the Jackets strive for
that all important NAIA spot. An
encouraging home crowd may
just be the strength that the Yellow Jackets need. Only time can
tell.

By Ron Miller

Six different intramural activities are planned for this quarter. Five-man basketball, women's basketball, coed volleyball,
indoor soccer, and team handball
are being organized with the
championship game in three-man
basketball carried over from
first quarter, to be planned this
Saturday.
Five-man basketball will be
divided up, as in past years, into
dorm competition, with two
leagues A and B. But different fro~ past years will be the
stipulation that no player can be
on both an "A" and a "B" team.
"A" te·ams are generally the
stronger teams from a dorm,
while "B" teams are usually
weaker. March 15 is the day set
for the title game.
Organized this week also will
be women's basketball, although
teams are not set up by dorms
but any women who want to play.
Coed volleyball and indoor
soccer are to be scheduled later.
on in the quarter with the possibility of a one-day handball tournament being set up on a latequarter Saturday.
.
Looking ahead to sprmg quarter, team superstar matches are
being planned for the last three
weeks of school as a break in
studies and to allow varsity athletes into the competition.

1

The children of "real live missionaries" are a unique minority
group here at Cedarville college.
"M.K.'s," come from far and
near to begin their years of higher education at Cedarville College.
Missionary kids live unusual
lives and have some fascinating
stories to tell. They grow to love
the people and the country where
their parents labor for the Lord.
They too have experienced times
of joy and happiness; as well as
times of disappointments and
heartaches on the mission field.
If anyone at Cedarville should
be concerned for missions it
should be the M.K. himself. With·
this in mind, Miss Carmen Shirk,
Spanish teacher at Cedarville
College and also an M.K., was
the instigator of a group for

the loss of Jon Myers, last year's
leading scorer, have obviously
been major factors in the recent
slump. Dave Burtner has been
sidelined of late with a kidney
injury. Jeff Reep and Bob Melford are still not completely recovered from ankle iinjuries.
Steve Young and Dave Wood
have also been sick and absent
from practi<::e.
With a 9-7 record overall, and
3-2 in the MOC, coach Callen is
optimistic about the Jacket's
chances of qualifying for the
NAIA playoffs. Winning 3/4 of the
remaining games would probably
insure the Jackets of a playoff
berth. In the MOC there is still
an outside chance of winning provided that the redhot Malone
College team cools off.
In the most recent MOC
standings, Young has made the
top-ten in three different categories. Young is 2nd in average

h

Winter lntramurals
Get Underway

MK s Come from Far and Near
By Laverne Kirby

I

766-5471

Open 24 hours

YOUNG'S
Jersey Dairy
I mile north of
Yellow Springs
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